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Fell’s Pointer Launches
Broadway Market Planning
Sponsor-of-the-Month &
Meeting Shows A Clear
Free Monthly Happy Hour! Neighborhood Vision and
We’re proud to feature An Expert Local Team, but
Duda’s Tavern as our
Will We Ever Get it Done?
first monthly sponsor

for February! Duda’s
has been a sustaining
sponsor of the Fell’s
Pointer for 15 years.
Duda’s is Fell’s Point’s Oldest Family-Owned
and Operated Tavern, Established in 1949.

Fell’s Pointer Happy Hour at
Duda’s Tuesday Feb. 27!
1600 Thames St - (410) 276-9719

Join us 6:30-9:00pm for:
• $15 crabcakes (Duda’s

Weekly Tuesday Happy Hour Special)
• $3 Natty Boh’s (Boh proceeds
all day will go to the Fell’s Pointer)

*Eat, drink & know your neighbors*

How do we bring back
hope for Baltimore’s future
as violence escalates?

By Alex Dominguez
I didn’t volunteer anywhere on the day of
service honoring Martin Luther King, Jr., and
as I sat running my coffee shop I thought
what I might have done and what I would
write in this article.
The broad outline was the struggle with
crime in which Baltimore and other cities
find themselves immersed.
An arrest has been made in the shooting
death outside the tattoo museum up the
street, a man with a long criminal record
who was out of jail in his in-and-out life.
I stopped to chat with my accountant
about my taxes this year, and he asked about
my long-term plans.
“Are you going to stay and wait to get
stabbed again?” He asks how long residents
like me are willing to wait for the city to
solve its problems.
I guess I could move back to my childhood
New Jersey suburb where a highway traffic
accident is the greater risk, followed by
boredom. And that’s where I am, pondering
my future and the racial divide that has led
to this lingering decision.
Much like in the years following MLK’s
death, we are divided, we have had riots and
protests, although not as severe, and we
face a rebuilding task.
The tragic thing for me was the hope for
the city that was growing before the Freddie
Gray riots. Fell’s Point and the new Harbor
East were drawing increasing numbers,
and tourist and residential spending, and
enthusiasm for the area was palpable.
Now, state police and other agencies are
helping patrol the streets to help Baltimore
control a crime wave that really can only be
stopped once everyone has hope for their
future in this city.

By Christy Thorndill
An update from the Public Meeting for
the Broadway Markets held Dec 12, 2017
After eight years with the North Broadway
Market boarded up awaiting re-development,
Baltimore has taken another step on this
neglected city-owned property at the gateway
to Fell’s Point. The previous step, an open
call for proposals in 2017, resulted in scant
applications, all of which were so clearly
inappropriate for Fell’s Point that they were
fortunately rejected. However, after another
year’s delay, it’s time to move on.
The Broadway Market re-development has
been returned to the direct oversight of the
Baltimore Public Markets Corporation, headed
by Robert Thomas. A new production team
has been selected, headed by Architects PI.KL
and General Contractor Plano Coudon. PI.KL
prinicipals Pavlina Ilieva and Kuo Pao Lian live
and work in Fell’s Point, so they understand
and actually care about the local perspective,
and that could be very good news.
That doesn’t mean they can please everyone:
concepts range from food court to parking lot
to playground to seafood market to pop-ups
to roof deck to “I’ll sue you over that roof
deck!” So, as Pavlina rightly said, it can’t be
everything to everybody. She and Kuo Pao ran
a great presentation and discussion that gave
me confidence in their ability. PI.KL worked
on the popular “R House” food hall and multiuse building in Remington, and a similar multivendor project in Wilmington, DE.
They made clear that concepts presented
were not set plans but a basis for a good open
discussion. Operating a successsful, viable,
vibrant community space is the ultimate goal.
(Continued On Reverse )

(Above): The Fell’s Point Visitor Center at 724
Thames St got a new paint job last fall, plus
new historic-style doors with large windows to
let in sunlight and views, and allow passersby to
get a glimpse of the fascinating artifacts inside

Preservation Society to
Expand Local History
Tours in 2018

To celebrate the 200th anniversary
of the birth of Frederick Douglass, the
Preservation Society is revamping its
programs to include a tour of the places
where Frederick Douglass lived and worked
in Fell’s Point during his formative years from
approximately 1828 to 1838. On September
3rd of that year, Douglass boarded a train
at the Philadelphia Wilmington & Baltimore
depot located at the site of the President
Street Station and openly made his way to
New York City and his freedom.
The Preservation Society is seeking
docents as part of the process of upgrading
its current tours of Fell’s Point, the historic
1765 Robert Long House and the adjacent
Colonial Garden. We need volunteers from
the Fell’s Point community who have an
interest in the diverse history and great
heritage of Fell’s Point for these new and
Happenings:
exciting programs. Learn about Fell’s
• February 10, 2:00-5:00pm - THE
Point’s rich 250-year history of Colonial
FELL’S POINT ART LOOP Every 2nd
ship builders, ship’s captains, enterprising
Saturday - FB: FellsPointArtLoop -FREEmerchants, sailors, caulkers, slaves,
• February 13, 7:00-8:00pm - Upper Fell’s immigrants and others who contributed
Point C.O.P. Neighborhood Walk Every to building this unique neighborhood, and
2nd Tuesday - Meet at Ryder’s, 1901 Gough St - guide visitors through that history.
www.upperfellspoint.org
Please contact the Preservation Society at
• February 20, 7:00-8:30pm - Upper
410.675.6750 or preservationsociety.com
Fell’s Point Improvement Association
to learn more about the docent program
Meeting Every 3rd Tuesday - At Wolfe St.
and the history that is a part of everyday life
Academy, 245 S.Wolfe St. (website above)
in this waterfront community. History lives
• February 27, 6:30-9:00pm - Fell’s
in Fell’s Point, Baltimore’s most unique and
Pointer Happy Hour at Duda’s Tavern,
vibrant neighborhood.
1600 Thames St. -FREE- Now monthly at
The Fell’s Pointer Thanks Volunteers:
revolving neighborhood venues!
Christy Thorndill (Editor/Designer), Laura
• March 4, 1:00-2:00pm - New Bookstore
Givens (Fundraising), Jacquie Greff
“Greedy Reads”1744 Aliceanna St. - Local
(Distribution Manager), Alex Dominguez
author Susan Weis-Bolan talks about Ayurveda
(Writer/Editor), and our Delivery Team!
• March 15, 6:30-8:00pm - Douglass
443-865-0181 yogachristy@yahoo.com
District Community Meeting - At MiY
Join Our Email List for PDF delivery &
Home, 1605 Eastern Ave. - douglassplace.com
event invites: www.fellspoint.us

Broadway Market (continued)

Ideas PI.KL presented for the Markets:
• Open up the arches (with windows/
doors) to bring light and more foot traffic
flow into and through the space
• Re-configure or eliminate the noncontributing North addition so pedestrian
traffic can pass through along the axis
• Create a multi-vendor market with a
central beverage vendor and new interior
and exterior seating
• Add a roof deck instead of restoring the
second floor previously destroyed by fire
• Create a new outdoor plaza with hard
and soft-scape (for non-architects, this
means: patios, greenspace or play areas)
• Build a roof over the plaza to create an
open-air pavilion for community, and
events like the Farmer’s Market/festivals
• Place a single large anchor vendor within
the existing structure of one building
• Connect the two markets and adjacent
blocks with safe crosswalks and a better
N/S pedestrian flow so all of Broadway
becomes a more enticing promenade for
local shoppers and tourists
Then, we heard opinions from many
neighbors and local business owners.
Residents spoke mostly of the need for a
market where we can buy fresh vegetables,
seafood and meat. We miss the local vendors
from the Fell’s Point Farmer’s Market, and
wish we had somewhere like that to shop
year-round. We’d actually like to buy our
fresh foods from a real local person instead
of at Whole Foods or Safeway -- even if we
don’t actually get a discount price. Part of
our city becoming more livable is supporting
local small business and farms.
Denise Whitman wisely suggests making
the North Market a tourist attraction and
city-wide shopping destination by putting in
a real seafood market, something Baltimore
is ironically scarce on these days, and which
would be a lure for visitors to travel all the
way up to Fleet Street instead of staying on
Thames Street and the Square.
Another popular idea is local pop-up
shops (even maybe temporary) - smallstall retail stores sized more like Farmer’s
Market stalls (10’x10’, 10’x20’), selling useful
things for residents, or local arts, crafts or
products. Has anyone been to the Amish
Markets in PA? They have an incredible
assortment of stalls selling everything from
crafts and farm-fresh foods to cutlery,
lamps, ink jet cartridges, jewelry, leather
goods, cheap imported clothes, livestock,
and more. In New Orleans, I’ve been to a
renovated warehouse that housed a food
co-op grocery, yoga studio and healing
center, middle eastern restaurant, voodoo
store, small-stage performance venue, and
stalls with art, vintage clothing, and drums.
In Edinburgh, I visited a historic church which
had stalls with local artists and crafters,
situated right on the tourist strip with nice
big signs, and it was packed, even before the
height of season. Fell’s Point may not need
a Voodoo store or live animal auction, but I
think a well-designed arts mall would draw
people who are patronizing places like R
House, Station North, and Hampden.
Another concept was to have a big anchor
store fill one market. Someone suggested
the Broadway Panhandler, a kitchen supply

store (a New York company with no
relation to our Broadway). I want a miniOffice Depot that sells pens, paper, toner,
chargers, etc, not furniture and computers
and all that big stuff. They could have a
public copier and outsource printing orders
to their larger stores. I can’t buy decent
office supplies in Baltimore City anymore I have to go to the county or order online.
Neighbors are also interested in activityoriented uses, kid-friendly spaces, green
spaces, safer crossings on Aliceanna and
Fleet Streets, and closing Lancaster Street
across Broadway to increase the walking
district and draw people to the market.
Out of all the ideas, there are three things
locals were actually quite clear on:
1. We already have enough restaurants and
bars (or maybe slightly too many).
2. The project must be done in a way that
adds parking overall, rather than removing
it, even if the parking is added a little further
up Broadway. Ron Furman of Max’s cited
prior studies, which unanimously indicate
the need for more parking in Fell’s Point.
Howard Barshop proposed tearing the
existing structures down and building a new
2-story building connecting over Aliceanna
St, with parking on top for local workers
and residents, and closing down the street
after 7 or 8pm so you could have an openair drinking zone regularly as an attraction.
3. Whatever re-development gets done,
our neighborhood cannot survive any more
long-term street closures, or a construction
project extending beyond this year. It’s
not only the owner of Glitter Rat, located
across the street from the North Market,
who’s concerned about construction chaos
hurting local business. She asked, “Is there a
radius limit on street closures?”
Pavlina replied that luckily, since both
market buildings have adjoining parking
lots, most construction equipment and
debris can be kept contained in the middle
of Broadway where the markets sit, so the
project won’t require long street closures.

North Broadway Market: The Elephant T _ _ _
In The Room by Pat Hill (Reprint from Nov 2016)

We the people of Fell’s Point are so
completely over the disruption to our lives
and businesses caused by the past 3+ years of
non-stop construction on Broadway Square,
Thames Street, and around the Sagamore
Pendry, which has greatly hurt businesses
in the prime Fell’s Point waterfront tourist,
shopping and entertainment district. Before
that, we had the Marketplace Project,
which tore South Broadway up for years,
promised and then cancelled the Red Line,
and left the North Market boarded up,
making it an ugly and unsafe eyesore at our
gateway. The Marketplace construction and
the unfinished North Market have cut our
waterfront area off energetically from the
rest of Fell’s Point and the city.

Reprinted cartoon from January 2017, by former
‘Pointer cartoonist FLTV Art, about the previous
Broadway Market Community Charette Meeting
Add in crime, the massive construction, and
traffic in Harbor East and Harbor Point that
makes driving, cycling, and walking here from
other places a pain in the ass, and the absolute
last thing we need is to drag out construction
on our prime real estate even longer.
It’s almost like recent projects have been
maliciously sequenced in the longest and
most disruptive chain of events possible, as
if we were trying to kill the neighborhood
on purpose. It was dragged-out discussions
that resulted in construction on Broadway
Square starting practically the day the Pendry
Hotel opened, rather than being completed
simultaneously. And the North Market still sits.
At this point, rather than drag this out for
another 5-10 years, we would be better off to
tear the North Shed down and make a nice
park, dog park or parking lot, that could be
finished by this time next year. We’d benefit
much more from losing the boarded-up
eyesore and opening our gateway, than from
arguing about it for another decade. We need
to resolve construction ASAP so Fell’s Point
is once again a pleasant place to live and visit,
and a lucrative place to run a business.
Besides “What do we want to build?” is the
underlying question of “Where’s the money
going to come from?” The official answer
from BPMC’s Robert Thomas: “As with any
project, we have to find the money.”
Hopefully, BPMC is looking in a different
place than Baltimore City Schools, because it
seems the city isn’t real great at coming up
with funds these days. And that may actually
be the single best reason to keep it simple.

Want to participate? PI.KL
provided the following info:

To add your market comments, email:
broadwaymarketinfo@gmail.com
2018 Progress Update: The project team
attended the Fell’s Point Design Reviews
meeting on Jan. 25 to discuss massing and site
planning for the markets. The same info will
be reviewed by CHAP on Feb. 13. There is no
community meeting scheduled as of now.
PI.KL’s meeting notes: broadwaymarket.wixsite.
com/broadwaymarket/single-post/2017/12/26/
Community-Provides-Feedback
Jacquie Greff ’s video of the meeting:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgZNIgyJi6g

Thanks To All Our Generous
Sponsors: Fell’s Point Tavern,
Mezze & neighbors like you!!!

